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ABSTRACT

Atrrospheric turbulence spectra follow either the von Xannan formul a or a nodified
form of the Lappe,/Lockh eed-Georgi a equation. The integral sca'le parameter L Js
not only a turbulence concept but a basic paraneter comnon to all stationary
stochastic processes.

Because of the finlte measuring base length, the standard deviation of the
turbulence 6* as calculated diiectly fron ftJght records ls always less than
the theoreticEl' value 6,,., in the speitrun fonnilae. Spatial specira can be
direct'ly transformed intii-time spectra by calculatlon of the tine scale T = L/V.

Bulk processing of long flight records is inadvisable because of tJle linited
lengths of the honogeneous sections in atnospheric turbulence.

Runway-respective grass airfield surface spectra follow closely the modified
Lockheed-Georgia equation with the exception of the exponent being a third
parameter o to be measured indlvidually.
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I NTRODUCTION

Aeronautical research has been a leader
in the theory and neasurement of
stochastic phenomena. All the same,
even recent full scale fatigue tests on
sailDldnes have been run enDlovino onlv
sinuioidal load block p"oq"irt9,l5 and
do not include the type of spectrum-
generated stochastic time histories
current,-for example, in the autonotive
i ndustrylu. Even quite modern
counti ng equipnent reflects this
quasi-static philosophy3. In view of
the advantages, one can not help
lrondering if something night be done to
further the introduction of spectal
methods for sailplane fatigue test load
generation. l,lill we meet sone
fundanental difficulties in doing so?

Basic data neasurenent ind analysis
procedures are uel'l knownl ,2.
Siml lar'ly, modern magnetic recording
equipnent works reliably and it can be
nade to fit into the confined space
avai labl e j! nodern high-perforr0ance
sail planes 16.

0f course, no sailp'lane manufacturer
can afford to buy a full set of
servohydraul ic fatigue test equipment
including an on-line control computer.
But glider tests are run mostly in
research institutes where general
purpose test equipment is available.

The most fundamental restriction is
perhaps the necessity to employ a'loading lever systen for simulation of
the airloads by hydraulic cylinders.
This arrdngement precludes the use of
higher I oad frequenc'ies.

neasured
maximal
for turbul ence vel ocity
for surface elerration
theoretical , without frequency cutoff
iow frequency cutoff
high frequency cutoff

where i n

There is also sone uncertainty in the
correct fati gue damage calculation
procedure for stochasti c load
sequences. This difficulty may be
partially overcome by using Neuber's
Rule (see e.g. Galliart et. al ./).

Sumning up our review, we can say that
a switch over to stochastic load
programs seens to be realizable and
consequently advisable. In order to
plonote this, let us analyse some parts
of the stochastic service load
cal cul ation processes.

As-iE-tdFd-the starting point for an
atmospheric turbulence description, we
are in a nost fortunate situation. The
laws of turbulent fluid motions being
universal , fornulae lrorked out e.g, for
wind tunnel or for boundary layer
research are equally well applicable for
our purposes. Dynamic air 'load

calculations have to be started from the
power spectral density funstriq1ll,l3''14
as given e.g, by von Xarnanlu:

t , |G'.ttgt a)2

Tr;i-trr- 
--L"fl1T'/6

Gr(a) = 3 62J.|
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lu. * \Jrtlall"'ts+o.u6

is for the,standard deviation of
turbulencer'z and L is for the so

Turbulence Spectra, Scal e of
urDu tence
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usi ng the equation

"=ui{+{11"3
(see Fi gure 1i

9

cal I ed i ntegral seale of turbul ence
defined by TaylorrY through the
autocorrelation function

s

\(!)= l**", * J "(r-1j.j)"j (3)

Below a height of about 600-800 neters
Lappe has found a s_lightly different
turbul ence spectrunlZ. His formula
was modified later at Lockheed-Georgi ab
into . o.al,cl?l=F.'+

u + u.olrg

Basic dvnamic load calculation laws
are well 

-knownll,l3,l4,l5 
5u1 65 ys1

conparatively little has been written
correct and efficient data assessment
and spac e-tine conversion procedures.

To the author's knowledqe it was
Kovasznay5 who proved firit - as a

specia'l case of the lli ener-Kh i nchi n
relationships - that for every
stationary stochastic process the zero
value of the PSD function fu( t ) is:

cr(o/ r,:6;r (6)

This opens up new aspects 'in the
i nt€rpretation of stochastic processes.
Let us review some of then. It is well
known that the zero value of the
autocorrel ati on function is:

\(0) = 6; (7 )

and the variance can also be calculated
usi ng the fornul a:
,2

By conparing Eq. 6 to Eq. 7 and Eq. 4
to Eq. 8 it will be evident that the
scale parameter L is not only a
turbulence concept but a basic pdrameter
connon to all stationary stochastic
processes. In this respect it is equal
to dnd complqnentary with the stdnddrd
dev i ati on 6w5.

(B) 9r=*

Nhen compar inq the Lockheed-Georgi a
formula as given in Eq.5 to Eq.6 it is
seen that unlike the Karnan fonnula this
one does not meet the zero value
requi rement. This prob'lem recently
induced the author to propose the
fol lovi nq alternate fomulaE:
Gx!(, - ; 6; (,f;ry

The fact that such a problem can occur
is to be explained by the quasi-
stdti ondry character of atunospheric
turbulence and by problerns associated
with the finite record base lengths.

2. Consequences of a Finite Measuring

-TfiElE-i-s always an upper linit to the
extension of the measuri ng/eval uation
base length. It is imposed not so nuch
by basic measuring accuracy but more by
the limited lengths of homogeneous
turbu'lence sections- For thennal
alnospheric turbulence this upper linit
has to be set to about 6har3 tr + 4t

l,leasured spectra are therefore always
truncated on thei r 'low-frequency

boundary at

q=+ (Fi qure 2) (10 )

Frequency transfer characteri sti cs of
the instrumentation and/or sampling rate
also g'ive a high-frequency cutoff. For
digital processing with a sampling
interval h and holding a 100% safety
factor to the Nyquist frequency the
high-frequency cutoff will be at
-1
givi ng

ur=zrtr=-ft
The corresponding space frequency is

(12 )

In assessing the differences in the as
neasured value of the standard
deviation 6, caused by the frequency
cutoffs for a spectrum fo'llowing Eq. 9
it will be practjcal to introduce the
shorthand notatio"ns

(e )
(4)

(5)

on

(Fi gure 2)

( a)

(r1b)

5cr (a) da



*=[T.i,?, ] 6b*=
= ai.4

The high-frequency cutoff error

^r l-- r-+t = 'lEEFft (18)

sn't serious. lJsing good instrunen-
tation and with a little care it can be
reduced to below l%.

The difference due to low-frequency
cutoff

lA)= fie)

is much nore difficult to live with.
There are sinply no homogeneous
turbulence sections for the direct
r0easurenent of the theoretical standard
deviat'ion 6ro so we have to introduce
the concept of the neasured or effective
standard devi at'i on 6t,,m8, For
Lockheed-Georgia type turbulence,
conversion can be nade using Eqs. 13-15.
Similar equations can be worked out for
Karman-type spectrd,

3, Space Spectra and T'ine Spectra
Th e6Fe fi c dT-TurbtlEite Tpea-rd, a s

given e.g. by Eqs. I and 9 respectively,
refer to the turbulent velocity as a
function of the space coordinate tr.i'. (r,).

However, The ai rcraft structure
experiences them as a function of the
time t and so are accelerations or

10

strains displayed in flight records.
Every tirre a flight-measured spectrum is
used for air 'load calculation a two_fol d
space-time conversion has to be
acconpl ished.

It is not enough for a correct
conversion to transfonn the time scale0f the spectrum by

rr=]fr.or=fa,
and

,. 72 - .. 2t!
^2 = lt ta2.E I ta2

respecti vely. Integrdtion of Eq.
between these ltmits wil I qive

,l 1 r I
""1(r-4zo 

G-^nY'"1

The reldtive e.ror is therefore:

-? -2an - bo
=--------r-b;

or

A2

(13)

(14 )

(17 )

r="v=BJ
05) 2r

Theoreti cal I y the correct procedure
would be to trdnsform the space
correlation function Rwt/.) by the

06) substitution

t= ry

(20 )

(2t )

into the time autocorrelation function
Ry(r). Fourier transfonnation of the
autocorrel ation function will give

c,(r) = al\(4cos 2rr?- dr- (221
*

This lengthy and expensive process can
be easily evaded. A direct equivdlent
time spectrum^can be qiven in the
following way6. Let ;s define the
time scale, the tine equivalent of the
scale of turbulence L, as

'= rt!"",'t"'
If the tine spectrun js given as a

function of the frequency f. then -
observing Eq. 22 - tq. 6 will turn into
c,(o) =+e$r ,uu,

It follows from Eqs. 4, 21 . and 24
that the time scale can be directly
cal cul ated as

(23 )

Eqs. 20, 6a" and 24
vari ant of the Karman

t, (.) - '-.'2 
t ' 10"tser')2 Q5)v'\r/ = +1 ov 

ir . F-E;t"lilr6
Forrial ly the sdme has been done in

Repaft FAA-A0S-53 by lJystrom and
f4ai | ). Simi I arty t-he i ow-l evel
turbul ence Eq. 9 becomes

(24t

give then the time
spectrum di rec tly as

(26 )
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4. A flumeri cal Exanple
Lelus lupEriSe-Tfat records of the

atrnospheric turbulence have been made in
the flight modes and weather conditions
given in Table l . Strength of
turbulence values are rounded off from
typical data as given by steinerlT and

scale of turbulence values follo!'J the
trends found by Lappel2, The data
sampling interval should be h=0.005 s,
giving a sanpling frequency of 200 Hz.
The theoretica'l Nyquist frequency is
therefore '100 Hz giving a practical
hiqh-frequency cutoff at f2=50 Hz

{Tab l e 2).
In flight node l, a Lockheed-Georgi a

type turbulence spectrum following Eq. 9
is to expected while in all other cases
the sDectrum v{ill be of the Karman type.

Digital data prQcessing using a sanple
lenqth of 4096h1'z will give a

Table 1

Load Spectra

Table 2

Cuto ff Frequencies

'low-frequency cutoff at fl=0.0488 Hz,
Time scales calculated using Eq.24 are
given in the last colunn of Table l.
Respective space and time spectra will
turn out therefore as in Figures 3 and
4. End products of the record
evaluations wil'l be the space spectra
shcwn on Figure 3 and stochastc fatigue
load time functions can be generated
fron the time spectra in Figure 4,

Ihe appraisal of these results raises
no questions regarding the correctness
of the high-frequency cutoffs. But a

conparison of the neasuring base lengths
s with the scales L reveals

S ' 8.5 L for f'l iqht mode I and
s = ll.4 L for fliqht mode 2.
l,le cannot be sure of such long

rel ati ve lenqths of homoqeneous
turbulence. -Therefore, it will be

advisable to cut these records in half -
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perhaps even split record 2 in four -
and then see if they will give congruent
resul ts. 0therwi se , turb u'l ence strengths
and scale paraneters night turn out as
undefiniably biased averages from
di fferent turbulence sections-

Fouriei tiansTffiatr-on-6'f- ndsoft terrain surface profile recoids
give spectra of quite similar characterto turbulence spectra following^Eq. 9.
As shown recen y by the authoi8, they

5. lqgy and Grass Fiet d Surfaces

Fi gure Low- and High-Frequency
cutoff

Fi gure I: Cal cul ati on of the Scale
Paraneter L

ro' to' roo 10'

Turbu lence Spectra for
Di fferent Fl jght Modes

Ti rne Spectra for
Fl iqht l{odes

c" (a) -,
lo'

Fi gure
Di fferentFi qure 4:
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can be correctly evaluated usinq the
fol I owing formul a:

I. A (27 i

In some cases a twin forriula of
sinilar character will he requiredS.
The value of the exponent d depends on
the type of road surface with c =l .5-2,8
nhile L will vary between I.B tn to 50-80
rneters. These are preliminary results,
however.

CONCLUSION

Evaluation of flight records as well as
practical use of the spectral nethod
will be faciliated if full use is r'rade
of the scale parameter L with respect to
the tine scale T. They are not only an
attribute of at{ospheric turbulence but
basic parameters in all stationary
stochastic processes.
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